TOMORROW IS THE FUTURE
By Shirley Galloway

Strange things started happening on 14th June, 2017. It had been
reported all over the world that U.F.O’s (unidentified flying objects) were
sighted in every country. Not only that, Commercial Airlines everywhere
were reporting they could not fly over the usual 30,000 to 40,000 feet
without traumatising effects, such as being thrown off course, even
spinning out of control.
At Cape Canaveral, Florida, U.S.A., several space rockets had
inexplicably bounced back; fortunately landing in the ocean, otherwise
results would have been devastating. In Russia they had not been so lucky.
A missile fired into space, after reaching approximately 40,000ft returned
with such velocity it hit a village in the Ural Mountains, killing all the
inhabitants. Any nuclear weapon fired created the same devastation. It
was as if there was a magnetic shield surrounding earth.
American scientists in N.A.S.A. (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) sent messages around the world announcing there was an
impenetrable force surrounding the earth which could have long term
effects. N.A.S.A recommended Commercial flights world wide be
terminated until further tests had been completed, thus ensuring the safety
of the worlds population.
North Korean Dictator Kim Jong Un totally ignored all recommendations and arrogantly went ahead with his own plans. He ordered his
120,000 Special Operations Force, to march for him the way he insisted,
looking like toy robots! He then ordered that they watch him as he
pressed a button firing a nuclear weapon into space. Their looks of
admiration turned into horror as the weapon upon reaching 40,000 feet
returned with increasing velocity, annihilating everyone and everything in
its path. The whole country went up in flames. Fireballs roared through
the valleys and the high ground. Not one person escaped. North Korea
was an internal holocaust!
The despotic actions of Kim Jong Un put South Korea and
surrounding countries in jeopardy because of radiation fallout from North
Korea. 24 hours later a South Korean helicopter flying over North Korea
to assess the damage reported that the whole country was demolished,
looking like an active volcano, with smoke still smouldering from where
the missile had been fired. The pilot reported sighting flying saucers in
the area, inexplicably radiation readings were normal.
ISIS, Islamic extremists, ISIL terrorists and rebels in the Middle
East including surrounding areas, also worldwide, had stopped firing
missiles and guns as they were returning with greater velocity ending up
killing themselves.

Al Qaeda and Jihadist terrorists in Afghanistan had ceased firing as they
were experiencing the same results. The war over there began to diminish.
All soldiers found that whatever they fired, missiles, bullets, any weapon
used returned, killing them and others.
All soldiers overseas were swiftly withdrawn from the Middle East
and Afghanistan, being transported to their own country by ships because
of the grounding of Commercial flights. It was the same world wide,
wherever fighting had been, conditions became quiet, almost peaceful.
The rest of the industrialised world was experiencing chaotic turmoil
with regards to communication. Satellites in space not working!
Countries unable to communicate by telephone or computers nothing
appeared to be working as it had been. Electrical appliances were limited
in capacity. Each country had to rely on its own resources.
Australian Police began reporting crime being way down. When local
gangs shot at someone they ended up killing only themselves, the bullets
returning to the perpetrator. Thieves using knives to steal from shops, or
to threaten innocent citizens, ended up knifing themselves. This was
happening world wide, crime unbelievably, gradually slowed down.
Criminals ended up hurting no one but themselves.
The future began to look brighter with aggressive people being more
submissive. Did the Flying Saucers have something to do with human
beings behaving differently? Was there some alien force out there in the
stratosphere that no one knew about? Or was it a more superior
intelligence from another planet manipulating mankind?
Twenty four hours after the devastation in North Korea a preponderance of Flying Saucers was seen world wide, as though they were
endeavouring to help. They flew quite low and were not threatening in
anyway. In Australia when they were around, the polluted air from the
radiation fallout became clearer and cleaner. Everything imperceptibly
began to change. Children were going to their parents saying.
“Mum, Dad, guess who is flying those Saucers?” Their parents
laughingly replied, “Little green men?” Their children giggled saying
“No it was me, truly Mum, Dad the face through the port hole in the
Flying Saucers looked exactly like me not a little green man.” The
children were proven to be right as when adults glimpsed the face through
the port hole, it was a reflection of their own face.
It was as though earth was being monitored, but by whom – or what?
Were they being cloned? Was the future becoming brighter, or were we
being taken over by another planet or universe? What would tomorrow
bring?
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